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Ziac bagged the Vodafone order for ZiacSMS product.
Congratulations Ziac on this achievement.

info@ziacsoft.com
info@ziacsoft.com

Z

iacSMS has spread its wings in entire Tamilnadu through this Order.

Hello : 23469659
Tip for the day
In
case
your
keyboard or some
keys stop working
Microsoft provides
you
with
an
alternative way to
type in using the
mouse.
To work this tool,

Æ

Run
Go to Start
Type OSK & press
OK

How can it help you?
Special Feature of ZiacSMS application is to automate the process of prepaid Sim
Activations done by the Distributors.
More Info;
ZiacSMS software is designed to send bulk SMS to customers / clients using the mobile
handset connected to the PC with a USB cable. The software sends the message to the
list of mobile numbers listed in an excel file.

Client’s Testimonials
“ Dear Raghavendra,
Good Job done….. Keep it up”
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Time Pass
What can you
never eat for
breakfast?
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“thank ziac for co-operating with us to solve the problems faced in our system from past
few days.i also thank raghavendra of your staff for visiting our office and giving us a
good knowledge of software operations. i thank once again for your kind co-operation
with us.”
with regards,

Send answers to
rashmi@ziacsoft.com
Know the answer in
next edition
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The above information is reproduced as is from the original

Ziac @ work
New installations for this month
Wheelz Lite
Wheelz Enterprises
Wheelz Lite
Wheelz Professional
Wheelz Professional
Wheelz - ABC / FSN
module
Cash - HLL

Jay Kay Automobiles, Jammu
Bellad Enterprises, Hubli
Sri Lakshmi Motors,Bangalore
S S Motors,Kengeri
City Bike Point,Bangalore
Shakthi Motors,Sirsi
Belli Distributors, Hassan

List of enhancements done on customers request
1 Full Master Import, from Excel ; Import or update is employee master through a
single excel file
2 New option to copy different selected / all pay components of one group to all
Ziacpay Ver2

groups or selected groups.
3 Sixth Pay commission calculations and reports options.
4 The Allowance and Deduction components defined for employees can be
edited in a single screen

Wheelz

Sales and Purchase tax Register Export to excel.

Effort is important, but knowing where to make an effort makes all the difference!
A giant ship engine failed. The ship's owners tried one expert after another, but none of them could figure how to fix
the engine.
Then they brought in an old man who had been fixing ships since he was a young. He carried a large bag of tools with
him, and when he arrived, he immediately went to work. He inspected the engine very carefully, top to bottom.
Two of the ship's owners were there, watching this man, hoping he would know what to do. After looking things over,
the old man reached into his bag and pulled out a small hammer. He gently tapped something. Instantly, the engine
lurched into life. He carefully put his hammer away. The engine was fixed!
A week later, the owners received a bill from the old man for ten thousand dollars.
"What? " the owners exclaimed. "He hardly did anything!"
So they wrote the old man a note saying, "Please send us an itemized bill."
The man sent a bill that read:
Tapping with a hammer
Knowing where to tap

.......... ......... ......

$ 2.00
$ 9,998.00

